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Planning for a holiday vacation to India can surely be a lifetime experience. Your trip will be filled
with fun and excitement as you visit each place. The intrinsic beauty of the Southern and Northern
regions of India will surely make your vacation unforgettable. Apart from the natural sceneries and
beauty of India, the culture and tradition of India is also one of the main reasons for the increasing
popularity of this tourist destination. You can also surely have a luxurious holiday trip in India by
exploring the stunning places as well as historic forts. Rajasthan is one such amazing place to visit
in India. When you are visiting these places, you also have an option to indulge in the spectacular
monuments built by the Mughals. The tradition and culture of one region in India vary from others.
For instance, the culture and tradition you see in Northern region will be completely different from
the ones you will be able to see in the Southern parts.

The snowcapped Himalayan Mountains is also one of the top tourist attractions of India. Apart from
this, if you want to explore the real natural beauty, Kashmir, which is also known as â€œParadise on
Earthâ€•, is also a great place to visit. Another great monument to visit in India is the Taj Mahal, which
is listed under the Seven Wonders of the World. It is located in Agra, which is in the Northern India.
It does not matter, whether you are planning to visit India with your family or friends, you will come
across numerous travel packages in front of you, from which you can choose the best. For instance,
you will also come across some Classical Indian tour packages, which take you to some of the most
exotic destinations of India.

When you look for Classical Indian tour, you will find numerous options in front of you, which include
Kashmir tour, north India tour, Himalaya tour, golden triangle tour, north India hill stations tour as
well as Rajasthan tour. Different tour packages provide different services. For instance, if you are
opting for the golden triangle tour, you will be able to experience the greatness of Royals and
Mughals. Apart from this, you can also find Historic tour packages provided for Indian vacation,
which include trips to places like Jaipur, Agra and Delhi. Some of the top monuments of India
include Qutub Minar, India Gate, Red Fort, Jama Masjid, Lotus Temple in Delhi, Humayun tomb,
Akbar's tomb, Itimad-Ud-Daulla, Taj Mahal etc.

Classical Indian tour mainly takes you to the historic places and spots of India. When you are opting
for these tour packages, most of the agencies will also provide you with qualified guides, who will
provide you complete information on the places you visit. In case, if you are not able to find the right
tour package or deal in your area, researching on the web can be the best option for you. This will
also help you to find some amazing deals that can also save your money.
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